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Showers possible with
a high of82.

Man beblnd mayor

Here at last :

Dan Cougill shares what
made him the city's mayor.

Football team Opell8 season
at Murray State.
Thursday, September 2, 1993

osby slated for Parents Weekend
Cosby is scheduled to be the

ed performer at November's
ts Weekend Concert, the News
Wednesday.
e contracts have been signed;
just waiting for them to be sent
" said Kevin Lipke, University
chairman.
nts Weekend is Nov. 5 to 7, and
cert is Nov. 6.
e Martin Luther King J r.
ersity Union Business Office is
Par ents Weekend brochures

which inc}.ude Cosby as the featured Cosby's public relations agency.
and "A Different World."
Cosby's booking has yet to be finalperformer. The Union used Student
The David Brokaw Company did
ized. In contracts made for with the
Publicatioas equipment to shoot pho- not return calls on Wednesday.
tographs and prepare promotional
"Bill Cosby is a great accomplish- university, per formers have a final
materials.
ment," Lipke said. "He's someone you date - in this case Sept. 7 - to pull
Director of Student Activities David can't get anywhere else. We don't out.
Last year's Parents Weekend perMilberg would not confirm that Cosby have a lot of information yet."
was the perfortner . He said for conThe Parents Weekend performance former, singer/pianist Ray Charles,
tractual and legal reasons he would would be Cosby's third. The performer used the option and canceled on the
not release the name before Sept. 7.
visited Eastern in 1974 and 1968 for final day. The vacancy was filled by
singer Lou Rawls, and caused largeSept. 7 is the final day the per- each year's Parents Weekend concert.
.former can cancel hi~ Parents
Cosby's most r ecent work was on scale ticket cancellations and a loss of
.Week end visit. Lipke also said more the television game show "You Bet revenue for the university.
As a result of the lost revenue, the
information would be available then.
Your Life," which ceased production
Milberg did confirm, however, that about a year ago. He has also worked UB canceled the 1993 spring concert.
the David Brokaw Company was on the highly acclaimed "Cosby Show"

rns to address
.....pus crowding
McBUGH
HUCHEL

m students' battle for
edge in the classroom
me a battle for elbow
it is expected that
nt David Jorns will
an incr ease in the
population in his
Sept 7.
J orns denied sevors on campus estia fall semester populat 11,000, he did say
"ty will be reporting
t ion of more than
a number about 300
the population cap
university officials
, there are about
ts living on camt now," Jorns said.
pus, h owever, can
adequately accomslight increase in

..

J oma added he has heard no
complaints from students
about overcrowding on campus.
Dale Wolf, director of admissions, said the situation will be
much clearer after Jorns'
address, which comes 10 classdays after Aug. 25.
"We will have to look at the
overall campus picture before
we can get a good idea how big
a problem this is," Wolf said
"H any university has more
people than it would like, it
must look at ways to cut back
on new students while still
working on retention," he
added
The Office of Admissions
ceased accepting freshmen
applications in late March, and
cut off transfer applications in
early April in an attempt to
prevent overpopulation for the
fall semester.
"We h ave cut off freshmen

" Continued on Page 2

Landon Faller/Staff Photographer

Attention!
Members of Eastern's ROTC stand at attention as they p repare for p hysical training
Wednesday afternoon infront of the Buzzard Building.

stern officials send mixed messages
officials appear to be send-

messages about pl ans to

excess in administrators by
J anet Francis-Laribee to
dean of graduate studies, said
teacher's union president.
t Gosselin, Eastern's
Professionals of Illinois
"dent, said shifting J anet
, assistant professor of
and operations management
· College of Business and
·ences, to assistant dean of
studies, shows Eastern
are still trying to conwitbout keeping faculty
· n president, you hope the

ation can be trusted,"
"d. "But when there's so
going on, I wonder in fact

..

, vice president for aca-

administrators should have to contribute to cost-<:utting measures too by
down sizing their numbers.
PQP asks universities to eliminate
that's a real secret," ies, said Laribee will be
BJ JOHN FBRAK
programs that are ou tdated or classes
Admfnistratton editor
said Laurent Gosselin, involved in reviewing
that are not in student demand. It tarEastern's University of the transcripts of intergets reducing wasteful spending by
Janet Francis-Lari- Professionals of Illinois national
students
reallocating money to areas that are of
bee's new appointment chapter president.
applying for graduate
more priority.
to associate dean of
Francis-Lari bee status.
However, by creating another ad.mingraduate studies is began work as assistant
The claim seeks $5.1
is tr a ti ve position, Gosselin said
believed to be a direct dean in the graduate million in damages
Eastern officials are saying one thing
result of the tentative studies department against Eastern officials
and doing another.
settlement of her sexual Wednesday, less than a for their alleged mis"I hope this is a real administrative
harassment lawsuit week after settling her handling of her lawsuil
position rather than just padding,"
against Eastern offi- lawsuit against East.em
It stems from a 1990
Gosselin said . "I'm worr ied about
cials, said the president officials for their alleged lawsuit Francis-Laribee
administrative bloat. The question that
of Eastern's teacher's mishandling of the suit. filed
against
needs to be asked is 'Is there really a
union.
Jill Nilsen, associate
need for this position?.m
"I don't really think dean of graduate stud- •Cont:t.ru.u?d on Page 2
Gosselin said if Laribee is granted
tenure as part of the agreement, many
demic affairs, has said Larry Williams, being mandated by Eastern's adminis- facu lty members will probably be
dean of graduate studies, approached tration because of the Illinois Board of extremely disappointed because some
her earlier this summer about adding Higher Education's controversial faculty have worked at Eastern for
Priorities, Qualities and Productivity
another faculty member.
• Continued on Page 2
With faculty and staff r eductions Initiative, Gosselin said Eastern

Lawsuit leads to new dean
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for seven of the last eight
years, but that cut off only
affects new entering students, we could end up with
not as many new students as
expected," Wolf said.
He added the 10-day mark
will give university officials
a good indication of how
large the population is
because it allows all dropped

courses to be recorded.
"There are some classes
that may be a bit overcrowded from what I hear, but
many of them are still open
as far as I know," Wolf said.
Wolf attributed the
expected increase to continued interest in the university's size and cost.
"The school is looking at
things from a position of
strength, this shows us peo-

ple are interested in our university," Wolf said.
"If we were running 30 to
40 percent behind, people
would be asking us a lot
more questions than they
are right now," he added.
Along with the announcement of the overall campus
population, Wolf said Jorns
will report the current totals
of all classes, freshmen
through graduate students.

Eastern
"'From Page 1

more than 20 years to get tenure.
"They're either giving her something special or they're not," Gosselin said, referring
to the tentative settlement reached last week
with the Board of Governors on FrancisLaribee's lawsuit against Eastern officials
alleging mishandling of a sexual harassment
case against a business professor.
"If she was given tenure, it doesn't make
sense. She was a temporary person to begin
with when she came here.
"Here's someone who is already making a
lot of money, and now she's moved into an
administrative position and will make even
more money," Gosselin said. "What a good
deal. It's discouraging."

Eastern President David Jorns was
unavailable for comment.
Under the faculty union contract, instructors usually are eligible for tenure in their
seventh year 9f teaching. Faculty are typically reviewed oy members of their own department when eligible for tenured status.
Francis-Laribee's salary as assistant professor was budgeted at $53,505 for the 199293 school year. Francis-Laribee has been a
faculty member. Cl(. Eastern since 1989. Her
promotion from instructor to assistant professor with a "market-equity" pay increase in
.March 1990, which was retroactive to
August 1989, became an issue in then
President Stan Rives' alleged mishandling of
the case.

Nilsen
graduate studies and research,
said he approached Barbara
Distinguished
Lumpkin Hill, vice president for acaCollege of Business Professor demic affairs, about adding
Efraim Turban, claiming another person to his departTurban sexually harassed her ment.
dui:ing. the 1989-90 school
Williams said he needed
year.
another administrator because
Those named in the suit Nilsen was juggling her duties
are: the Board of Governors; as associate dean while workformer Eastern President Stan ing in the University Relations
Rives; Robert Kindrick, former department.
vice president for academic
Gosselin said maybe Nilsen
affairs; Charles Colbert, vice has too many duties.
president for business affairs;
Nilsen serves as associate
Richard Pyles, former aide to dean where she is involved in
Rives; Lumpkin dean Ted reviewing transcripts for those
lvarie and John Walstrom, act- students applying for graduate
ing chairman of accountancy, school admission. She also
data processing and finance.
works in University Relations
Larry Williams, dean of and is Eastern's representa-

• From Pagel

1706 Broadway - Mattoon

SUMMER'S END BIKINI CONTEST
FRIDAY - REGISTER AT 9 PM

$100 CASH WINNER TAKE ALL
Must be 21 to Enter
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tive to the Board of Governor's
marketing project.
"Maybe (the administration)
should re-think her position if
Nilsen can't serve the purpose
of her original job," Gosselin
said.
But Nilsen said she's not
overburdened with work but
wants to serve the graduate
department. To do that, she
thought adding another member to the department would
be in the best interests of
graduate students.
Eastern President David
Jorns has said FrancisLaribee's new position is temporary. He would not say how
long "temporary" would be.

Delta Chi
Formal
Smoker
Tonight 7:00 pm.
For Rides and info. Call
581-6727 or 6790.

\WHATS COOKIN' I

llilffIillft!f
BREAKFAST
7DAYSAWEE
• Sandwiches
• Dinners
• Mexican Food • Homemade DeSsera
• Beer &: Wine

'Try Our 'Daily 'Brealfast Spec·
7th & Madison
(1 Block North of Square)

345-7427

a

rant awards draw near
the total amount of their aid
awards.
Flynn said applications
About 95 percent of all t ha t are fi led late take
cial aid evaluations for longer to process.
For
ents who applied for the instance, an application filed
3-94 academic year sh- in April may not yet be evald be completed by the uated.
of September, said J ohn
Flynn said figures per, Eastern's director of taining to awards made for
cial aid.
the 1993-94 academic year
Flynn said most students will not be complete until
expect a reply on their next fall.
and grant awards by
Comparing figures for the
t. 30.
1991 and 1992 fiscal years,
ceasing on the other 5 Flynn said the number of
nt of financial aid eval- Eastern students receiving
tions is expected to be financial aid continues to
yed because of insuffi- grow.
t data provided by the
"What we've found is we
licant or extenuating cir- usually have 60-65 percent
tances relating to indi- of Eastern students receivcases, Flynn said.
ing some type of financial
ynn said students who aid," Flynn said.
applied for aid through
The final report on fiscal
Federal Stafford Loan year 1992 showed a total of
gram and the Il linois $21.7 million was distributdent
Assistance ed among 7 ,282 Eastern stumission are among d en ts - a 16.7 percent
who may not yet know incr ease in money distribut-

ed with a 4.3 percent jump
in recipients.
F lynn said the final figures for awards made during
fiscal year 1993 will be
available sometime in
October.
Flynn stressed that
although available monies
and eligibility requirements
are constantly changing,
students should not be discouraged about applying for
financial aid.
"About the only people we
don't have applying that we
should have applying are
the students who are told by
someone 'don't bother to
apply. You shouldn't apply;
you won't get anything,'"
Flynn said.
"We tell everybody you
should apply for anything
and everything you can
apply for, and let the people
make the decisions who are
supposed to make the decisions. Then you know for
sure."

SIGMA

CHI

FORMAL SMOKER
When: Tonight
Where: Greek Court
Time: 6:00- ?
Jacket and tie

You'll Find IT Here!
For Rides and Info call 581-6803 or 581-6824.

tudy abroad offer available
radu a t ing seniors a nd gr a duate stu-

ta of all majors ar e again being offer ed
opp or tunity to study abroad on a
right scholarship.
tern's Fulbright committee is issuing
lications to int er ested students for the
olarsh ip progra m , which incl u d es
d-trip transportation, tuition and livupenses.
ulbright is well-known a ll over the
Id, it's comparable to Rhodes scholars except that Fulbright offers more of
," said Wolfgang Schlauch, Eastern's
y abroad coordinator.
ch year Fulbright offers 670 scholarto countries all over the globe from
' n Am erica, Africa, West ern and
rn Europe and Greenland, Schlauch
e added that while competition for the
larships is stiff, with 4,000 applicants
the U.S. last year, Eastern students
been awarded scholarships.
alifications, as stated by Fu lbright,

are outstanding academic records and writing and speaking proficiency in the
language of t h e host county to which an
a pplicant is applying.
"They do not like to specify what they
mean by 'outstanding'," Schlauch said. "I
would suspect a very high GPA of 3. 7 or
above. GPA isn't everything; we also look at
their personality and maturity level as well
as their foreign-language skills."
Interested students must turn in an
application with letters of recommendation
to Eastern's Fulbright committee by
October 13.
Eastern's committee will t hen submit the
applications along with written evaluations
of the applicants to the national committee,
which will make a decision by Jan. 15.
Schlauch warned that the application
process can be long. "After the student has
completed the application, they ar e then
reviewed and interviewed by the Eastern's
committee," he said.
"We look not only at their GPA, we look
at their background, wh at they know about
the country they are applying to, as well as
their maturity level."

Mother's.

•

BUCK NITE!
•DRAFTS......... LITE, MILLER
•BOTTLES....... LITE, GD, GD LIGHT
• PITCHERS ...... 2 BUCKS ~
·
.
•DRINKS
;.<;.
· "

Delta Sigma Phi
Invites you to our

FORMAL SMOKER
7 pm Delta Sig House in Greek Court

~

m

For Rides & Info
call 6574 or 6893

50~ Off'
Any Sandwich

SANDWICH

only $1.99

(Except Junior Roast Beef)

+tax

r-----------------------,
r-----------------------,
5 REGULAR ..
,:
AlW LKifff ') -.-::
I

t

ROAST BEEF FOR

SANDWICH

only $5.00 .w

only $ l.49.w
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COUNTS. OR IN STORE SPECIALS. VALID ONLY AT
CHAAl.ESTON AABY'$ RESTAURANT.

I

E>l>IW8123/1113

I

L---- -------------------~

COUNTS. OR IN STORE SPECIALS VALID ONLY AT
CKAALESTON AABY'S RESTAURANT.

~-

L-----------------------

TASTE THE ARBY'S
DIFFERENCE

310 Lincoln Ave.• Charleston• 348-5144

~~~D~E~~~TA~Z~E~TA~~
,~

SDAYNITEAT

PLUS ... Food and Shooter Special

r-----------------------, r-----------------------,
ANY CHICKEN

~

m

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS
NEW MEMBERS OF 1993
Kris Adwell
Tara Benson
Jackie Benard
Debbie Blake
Betsy Boudereau
Sharon Charette
Jennifer Cromwell
Jennie Davis
Hilary Donhan
Julie Ellison
Kelli Fogarty
Jana Freese
Christy Gerber
Arin Gullett
Jennifer Hankenson
Joanna Hanley
Christy Hoessli
Cindy Hoessli
Sadie Hodnutt

,Lbve t/,,e

-

~

Joy Janicek
Sarah Kijewski
Karla Laing
Keeley Miller
Amy Maynard
Mendy Moore
Kathy McGowen
Tammy Nantz
Paige Parker
Teresa Parker
Heather Patterson
Courtney Rakou
Tania Reber
Nadine Ruggio
Jennie Scott
Jennie Skarr
Laura Smeiwek
Andrea Strenge
Mindy Fatman

A

~tive.s

Eastern policies do not make sense
pie were asked, "If you could
"This college should be the
" Not only is
have 'the perfect partner' for one
seat of learning."
night and use a condom, yet
Eastern's first president,
knowing your partner had HN.
Livingston C. Lord. spoke these
in
would you still spend the
words In t 921 as a reminder for
poor housing
nlghtr At a 1991 National
Eastern administrators to mainc.onterence on HIV, every doc:tDr
but the
tain purposeful, goal-related
policies that reflect Eastem's
administration is present responded no.
Not only ls placing condoms
mission.
..
setting
danln
the
dorms a poor housing
Recently, Vice President for
gerous precepolicy, but the administration Is
Student Atfalrs Lou Hepcken
setting a dangerous precedent.
and the Office of Student
dent."
According to Hencken, "those
Housing have abandoned this
students who don't agree with
approach to student services by
this program don't have to buy the condoms." This reaInitiating a condom program designed to spoon-reed
soning will likely be applied to other controversial issues
students. Sure, ftve months of planning may have gone
like performing abortions at health service. If you don't
Into the project, but the majority of the work has taken
place In the summer. Further, this planning seems to have agree with the policy, don't have one. What aboutsel
alcohol in the union? Again, If you don't like the policy,
suppressed the fact that condoms do not prevent AIDS
don't drink.
whlle Ignoring the moral dllemma Involved.
Eastern housing endorsed condom usage, thinking lt1
How such a controversial policy can be imposed by
better than nothing. Nevertheless, there are less decepthe administration Is frightening and dearly undemocrattive alternatives - abstinence being one. I smell an ·
ic. A case In point: Residence Hall Assoclatlon, National
slstency when Eastern aggressively attacks underage
Residence Hall Honorary, Student Senate and all hall
drinking. yet passively chooses to initiate a condom
councils did not formally approve this action nor were
gram, hoping with blind faith that It will prevent STDs.
they asked to do so. Also, The Dally Eastern News didn't
No word of caution about condom usage was issued
catch wlnd of this new policy until Aug. 2A, a day before
by Eastem's administration. Will Eastern housing take
classes were to begin.
responsibility ror the deaths of students. who believed
Students deserve to know that condoms are not 100
they were safe because they followed its Instruction, Its
percent effedtve and they certainly deserve to know just
words, and then had a condom fall to protect them
how unsafe condoms are. Some facts are listed below:
AIDS?
• In 1992, Crisis Pregnancy Center reported that 25
It's time we take back our university, shift the priority
percent of Its clients are pregnant as a result of •safe sex"
to learning, and teimlnate a policy that doesn't hold
condoms.
under pressure (pun intended). Before his death Mr.
• A 1989 study at Rutgers University reported infection
left us with these words: "not what ls right, but what
rates for students with chlamydia remained the sme
true." Oearly, the condom program doesn't
despite condom usage.
with what is true to Eastern.
• A 1987 Department of Health and Human Services
study revealed that condoms are not considered "safe
- Kevin Dwyer Is a senior soda/ science major, S
sex."
Latex can not protect you from an S1D death sentence. Senate member and a guest columnist for The Dally
Think again about casual sex and the use of condoms that Eastern News.
Eastern ls so willing to promote. In a recent survey peo-

placing condoms
the dorms a

poUcy.

a

UB cannot
afford a quake
every weekend
Quakin' the Quad again proved to be a success in only Its second appearance, leaving
event coordinators boasting about the more
than 2,500 students that took part Saturday.
The University Board's reasoning for introducing Quakln' the Quad was to give Eastern
students an alternative
to the Charleston bar
scene. It was a success
- - - - - - - - and an admirable effort.
But the bar problem isn't a once-a-semester,
once-a-weekend deal. If the administration
wants to make a dent in students' willingness
to rush off to the bars, they need cost-effective
ways to entertain students fNefY weekend.
• Whlle students have ~ themselves at
Quakln' the Quad without alcohol on hand,
such an event Is not feasible every weekend for
a university that supposedly is financially

---------------E d.1to:rial

strapped.
Students attending Quakin' the Quad were
offered free food, entertainment and games,
such as gyroscope and sumo wrestling, but the
cost, according to University Board Chairperson
Kevin Lipke, was somewhere between $5,000
and $6,000. The university cannot afford to
pour between $80,000-$96,000 a semester the total cost of Quakin' the Quad each weekend - to fight the bars.
If the university is concerned about students
having few other options than going to area
- - - - - - - - a n d $50 words to make a
new people. new classes
bars, more long-term planning needs to be andIt'snew
point In an effort to make
bars.
done to develop a lasting and cost-effective
It's long reading assignments.
"The babes are humor. 4.5) "College"
product. The promotion of comedians last year trips to the store and more
busy, the
dothes and music. 5) Busy
babes. 6)Geeked greeks.
was a solid maneuver by the UB, although starch In your dorm food than
Greeks
are
animals cr111eave that one
dad
used
to
get
In
his
shirts.
most of the performers came during the week.
It's the end d the first week
geeked {drunk), Imagination). 8) The Pet
Dance halls and local bands on campus of classes at Eastern.
but at least you 9>Unsafe sex. t O) Beavis
would undoubtedly pay for themselves in a relButthead lmpersona
Coming In as a Junior transfer
can ah.vays
Ure lnfomerlcals at 3
student, my e>cpectatlons were
atively short time.
.find something Couglll (tie)
Also, having these alternate avenues to mixed. Of course, I had a
Robert
plethora of friends and colto do. "
IN: 1) Being yourself. 2)
entertainment gives students the option of leagues advtslng me on what I
•M•A••n•k•e•r-----------•Maklng
valid points with
when they want to be entertained without would encounter.
late communication sklDs.
People who can laugh when they think somethlf\!
Invading the tranqulllty of those students who
"Yeah, Eastem's cool man. You should see the babes,
funny,
cry when they need to cry and drink milk
and
the
bars
are
cool
too,"
one
said.
Or,
"be
sure
to
rush
may want to stay In and study the weekend
now
Robert.
You know fraternity lire Is the only way to go It does a bOOy good. 4) Skim milk, of course. 4.5)
Quakln' the Quad bursts on the scene outside
my friend." Or, ..you're going to Eastern? E-1-E-l-U? That's lege" haircuts, dothes and music (the 1993-94
their residence hall door.
please.) 5) Female co-«ts possessing the q
the only place In creation more boring than Macomb!"
Quakln' the Quad Is a beginning, but It is not
tloned In Item #3 dthe "In" list. 6) Responsible
Surprtslngly, I found none d these to be completely
(Greek or otherwise.) 7) Vending machines (you
a cureall to the bar scene. lf the university wants accurate. The babes are busy, the Greeks are geeked
why.)
8) David Letterman (hey, he's still Dave.) 9t
(drunk.),
but
at
least
you
can
always
ftnd
something
to
do.
to change students' alcohol habits, Quakin' the
sex. 10) Ross Perot, physical fitness and The Dally
So having blended Into the mix like the other 10,599
Quad will be a building block and It will add dyou, I thought I'd provide my Impressions dEastem
News (they all could hold the key to your well
smaller, cost-effective forms of entertainment.
prospertty)
In the form d "In" and "out" lists.
So, there you have It. My Impressions after a
Dlsdalmer: Before reading, please be advised these
d classes and your guide to enjoying your stay
lists reflect the Impressions d the author alone. The Dally

Impression of a first week at Easter

Eastern News. Eastern llllnols UnlveJSlty, the Stated
lllinols, your roommate, the guy down the street back
home with hair In his nose and your mom accept no
responsibility. Read on only If you're open to new Ideas.
OUT: 1) Polltlcally-correct dlsdalmers. 2) People who
use $50 words to make a 2-cent point. 3) Uptight people
who can't appreciate good humor when they see It. 4)
Uptight ~le who use polltfcally-correct disclaimers

Oh, and If there happen to be any female
out there possessing the qualities mentioned In
three of the "In" list, feel free to stop by and
your "Ins" and "outs" with mine. lfyou're not too
that ls.
- Robert Manker Is a stdff writer and guest
for The Daily Eastern News.

e DailJ' Ea8te:rn ~ew8

enate promotes student
volvement in government
stated that LEAD program
members would attend a minimum of two senate meetings
The Student Senate passed per semester.
resolutions Wednesday
The revised resolution
ed at increasing student states that LEAD program
ss and involvement with members will work a minient Government.
mum of one hour per week in
The first establishes a the Student Government
m called LEAD, which office and will assist senate
directed toward freshman members and executives with
other new students. The daily responsibilities.
am will introduce stuSenate Speaker Bobby
ts interested in campus Smith, who wrote the legislalvement and leadership tion, said the LEAD program
Student Government thr- will become particularly
direct participation and important after the senate
-on experience.
fills five vacancies. The senThe program was first ate has received 22 petitions
uced in the senate last for the five open positions.
k and was revised after
"It's a very good program,"
debate by senate mem- Senate Speaker Bobby Smith
said. "New people are coming
ome senate members in every day, and we're going
ght the original resolu- to have to turn away 17 peodid not require enough ple as it is.
"cipation with the senate.
This would be a good outlet
e original resolution for them, a good way to keep

them interested. in Student
Government."
.
The second resolution passed establishes an outreach
process for the senate, which
is targeted at older students.
The senate will conduct this
process by holding an open
senate. meeting Oct. 6 in the
Taylor Hall lobby.
Senate member John Kohl,
who wrote the resolution,
said he hopes that the open
meeting in Taylor Hall will
draw interested students who
don't come to regular senate
meetings.
"People just don't come to
senate meetings," Kohl said
in an interview Tuesday. "If
people don't come to meetings, we have to take the
meetings to them."
If the meeting in Taylor
Hall proves successful, the
senate will consider taking its
meeting to other residence
halls on campus.

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

345-3919

ransfer renews student's
id for Student Senate seat
nt overnment editor

's back, and doesn't think he has a hell
chance of winning a spot on Student
te.
drew Gardner, a junior history major, is
on campus after a failed bid to run in
Student Government election last spring.
er, a transfer student from Lake Land
e, was not allowed to appear on last
s election ballot after election officials
vered that he was not enrolled at
mat the time of his bid.
e Student Government constitution
election candidates have to be enrolled
astern during the semester they seek
, making Gardner ineligible. Gardner
be did not know he was ineligible
he was given an incomplete copy of
titution.
dner's copy did not include the page
eligibility rules.
ite this, Gardner says he is not ready
ndon his quest to become a part of
tSenate.
a something I want to do," Gardner said.
to be involved with the campus, and I
I can provide fairer representation on
us than some of the representation
been going on in the past."
t Gardner admits it will be an uphill
to win a place on the senate.
don't feel my chances are particularly
• Gardner said. "Most of the senators
know me, and I haven't been to school
before. My not being from here may hurt

senate plans to select five new senawithin the next week to replace vacan-

t have occurred because of resignaand removals. Replacements will be
by Senate Speaker Bobby Smith and
te's Legislative Leadership commit-

''T.i

don't feel my chances
are particularly good."
-Andrew Gardner
Student Senate candidate
Gardner said he believes that if the vacancies were to be filled by popular election, he
would win a seat.
"I believe students would elect me,"
Gardner said. "I have always been good at
selling myself and getting my message out. I
know I'm more qualified than a lot of the
other candidates."
Gardner was student body president at
Lake Land College for one year. He served on
the Illinois Board of Higher Education for
two years as Lake Land College representative to the state of Illinois. He also worked on
the Illinois Board of Higher Education volunteerism and community service committee.
Gardner said if he lands a seat on Student
Senate, the first thing he wants to do is work
on the senate's image problem.
"The senate is seen around campus as
playground for greeks," Gardner said.
"Whether that's the truth or not I don't know,
but the image problem is there and it's very
real. That's why I think a lot of students who
are good leaders and like to be involved have
taken positions in organizations other than
the senate.
"That's one thing I would like to change,
and one thing I think I can change," he said.
Gardner said if he is not selected, he will
keep trying.
'Tm going to keep trying and keep running
until I get into the senate," Gardner said.
'Tm going to be here for the next three years,
so I know it will happen eventually."
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Newly revitalized RHA meets toda
By SHERRY SIDWEIL

Student government editor

Ea.stem has one of the most active
Residence Hall Associations in the
nation, yet many students don't even
know it exists.
Kris Potrafka, RHA president, wants
to change that. He wants to change a
lot of things and plans an overhaul of
the group this year.
It will work both to strengthen itself
as an organization and provide more
for the residence-hall population.
"We're going to be getting back to the
basics this year," Potrafka said. "What
that means is that we'll be doing more
to take care of the wants and needs of
students living in the residence halls
who are not members, improving the
individual hall councils and improving

leadership skills in the councils and
residence halls."
RHA will meet for the first time this
year at 5 p.m. today in Cannan Hall.
An early dinner will be served at 4:05
p.m. in Cannan Dining Hall.
"It is my personal goal to bring more
than 100 people to our first meeting,"
Potrafka said. "We're going into this
year with a lot of enthusiasm. We're
very excited."
Potrafka said past years' meetings
have drawn an average of75 people.
"RHA is a group of students who
meet each week to discuss residence
halls' residents' wants and needs in
order to make life in the halls more
enjoyable," Potrafka said.
The organization is open to all students living in the residence halls.
Stwients must attend 75 percent of the

meetings to qualify as active, voting
members of RHA.
RHA was involved in the planning of
last weekend's "Quak.in' the Quad"
event and worked with the Office of
Orientation on the Panther PALS program to help new students move into
the residence halls.
Kasey Kline, RHA secretary, said the
organization will attempt to steer away
from past activities that have not
proved productive.
"Last year, there were competitions
between the halls during fund-raisers
and other events," Kline said. "But this
year, we're going to get away from that
and try to do what's best for the residence halls.
"We're going to stress the quality of
programs rather than quantity of programs," Kline said.

Kline said RHA would push
increase the number of emerg
phones on campus and work with
housing office to place more
rowaves in the residence halls.
Eastem's RHA chapter is nati
known for being one of the most
chapters in the country, Potrafka
It also has members who are nati
known.
RHA member Maggie Koss
resident assistant in Andrews
the president of the Illinois Resi
Association. Former RHA me
John Biernbaum, a counselo
Carman Hall, is the director of
National Association of College
University Residence Halls and
director of the Great Lakes
·
of College and University Resi
Halls.

To get one of these
cards, students must be
prepared to answer
this multiple choice
question.
A.

B.·

D

D
AT&T Unn·ersal MasterCard.
Offers the con\'enience of a \1asterCard' ert.'tlit
card that's free of annual fees for lift•. plus an
.\T&T Calling Card 1ha1 currently RiH~ ~ou
a 10% discount on alll."J~ compl'litiH•
AT&.T Calling Card rJlt'S.

AT&T Calling Card.,
Leis \OU

make calls to or fmm aJmost

an~ where at AT&Ts low rates.

C.
D
ABT Custom Calling"' Card.
call thl' numhers 1ha1 \OU and
~our part·nts prt>sl'lec.:1. and ha\'l' the
bill sc.·n1 home.

l.l1ls \OU

Which is the best calling card for students? There are three schools of thoughtthe AT&T Universal MasterCard, the AT&T Calling Card, and the AT&T Custom calling'" Card.
Each one offers personalized sen ices to mert you1 needs. It's all part of The I Plan:"
Which means that no matter which cJrd you choose, you can't fail.

To apply, come by our booth 011 campus or call
l 800 654-0471, Ext. 4125.

·sing to the challenge

• • •

ougill uses his experiences to take steps forward
Before he ever thought about being
yor, before he served as director of
mmand, control, communications
d computer systems for Operation
sert Storm, he was Mr. Cougill,
th teacher.
After his graduation from Eastern
1963 and before his enlistment in
e Air Force, Mayor Dan Cougill
nt a year teaching high school
th in the Rock.ford area. He said
e experience was one that would
p him realize young adults need
and parameters.
Thirty years later, that belief forms
philosophy of his city administraCougill said he saw students who
Id otherwise have been consid"write-offs" succeed in his math
s because he challenged them.
student was named Jerry.
Jerry) was the typical high-school
ball," Cougill said. "He was the
st thing to a Fonzi I ever had.
s way down to his hips, hated
ority, would ignore you, slam
you, everything he could."
e day, Cougill was lecturing to
class about how philosophy
ifically Plato) applied to plane
etry. That evening Jerry came to
·n•s office and asked to borrow a
y of Plato. The next morning,

Cougill came to school, Jerry
waiting for him, asking to talk
about the book.
e went on to the University of
· , majored in mathematics and
an actuary (one who figures
ance risks and premiums),"
· 1 said. "Not bad, but he had
a write-off."
said the challenges for him to
certain goals and the discipline
bieve them were instilled by
individuals. M uch of the time it
his parents, Ora l and Emaline
, who were his primary moti-

''S

ociety is based on
limiting certain activities of individuals for
the betterment of the
whole society."
- Dan Cougill
Mayor
vation.
"Mom was the verbal motivator
and dad ... you just felt it," Cougill
said.
Aside from his parents, Cougill said
the citizens of Charleston also took an
interest in his development.
"During the growing up, there were
times I was frustrated as I think a lot
of people were ... but one of the things
that would frustrate some of us sometimes was the fact that 'boy, we had a
lot of parents,"' he said. "There was a
huge extended family.
"About everybody in town knew
who you were, and if you exceeded the
bounds of what society thought was
acceptable, your mom and dad probably got a phone call. Either that or
whoever it was stepped out and took
you by the scruff of the
neck and explained that
that wasn't acceptable
behavior."
Cougill was part of
the first freshman class
at Charleston High
School in 1955. During
his four years of high
school, he learned to
interact with people
from all walks oflife.
"You had the farm
kids with the townies,
the doctors' kids with
the mechanics' kids," he
said. "It was a leveling
experience; nobody was
better than anyone else.
We were all expected to
treat each other with
the same degree of respect and admiration."
Even though his basic beliefs were
setting in, Cougill said the idea of
holding a public office wasn't. He was
involved in the band and volunteer
activities, but steered away from student government.
"I didn't want anything to do with
student government. It was just kind
of a 'so what, big deal'. We didn't see
them as h aving a whole heck of a lot
of power. It was kind of an honorary
degree-type thing."
Cougill entered Eastern in 1959 as

0

Ladles,

Appreciation Day
Lunch: Grilled Turkey Club$~
Dinner: Italian Beef $36

w I Mozz. $4111
Strawberry Daiquiris $2m
Margaritas on the Rocks $22.i
• Reserve our banquet f~dllty
for your private parties
• Salad Bar &.. Sunday Buffet
coming next week

an education major with a math
minor. H e recalls the relationship
between the school and the town then
was about the same as it is now.
Often preoccupied with work and the
school band, he could relate to students who didn't get involved with
local issues.
"I had absolutely no desir e to get
involved in city politics. I never wanted to get involved with any kind of
politics," he said. "I
think that was because
I learned in college
that I wanted to be
totally independent."
For Cougill, his 28
years in the military
has acted as a reinforcement of what he
learned teaching. He
said he saw 18- and 20year olds rise to the
challenge of solving
complicated problems
during the Gulf War.
"You had little John
and Mary working
with extremely complicated equipment that
most people didn't even
want to mess with," he
said. "We were telling them almost on
a weekly basis for eight months 'OK,
you're going to have to tear it down,
move and set it back up again'
"If you ask them if they could have
done this yesterday, they would have
said 'you've got to be smoking pot,
buddy, because it can't be done.' But
they were doing it."
Cougill said the challenge for students to reach their potential in the
classroom has been put forward by
the university. He views it as his
responsibility to
set for Eastern
students
the
same conduct and
behavior guidelines that the
community set for
him during his
early years.
"I feel, as host
for 10,000 stu dents, to allow
them to grow up
in an environment free of constrain ts is misleading," he said.
"Society is based
on limiting certain activities of
individuals for the
betterment of the whole society.
"My job is to clearly prescribe what
the laws are, what conduct is acceptable and to enforce. If I don't do that,

I think I am doin g a disservice to that
visitor."
He said althou gh some Eastern
students may fail to meet his requirements, that is expected.
"Not all students are going to comply (with the law)," he said. "Not all
the kids in Desert Storm were successful. But the vast majority of them
(students) will."
Ernaline Cougill once told Dan that

everything runs in cycles. H er son
realized the truth in that statement
during his time in the service.
"When I got back from Vietnam, I
got spit on in San Francisco," he said.
"I came back from Desert Storm and
got to be the grand master in a
parade."
Cougill said his life has gone full
circle. After moving more than 20
times in his life and seeing much of
the world, he has come horn~ "I reallx
feel I owe. this lOw.n soipf!.thli!!?• -

Story By ROBERT SANCHEZ
Photos By EAN ESKRA
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The IJaily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incor·
rect. insertion . Report.
errors immediately at 581·
2812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet t.he 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads proce11sed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead·
line.
Classified ad!l must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submit·
ted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, reject·
ed, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it become.q ne<:·
essary to omit an advertisement.
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APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No
credit needed GROSE APPLI·
ANCE, 5th & Madison,
Charleston. 348-0966.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _9/24
Save on Motorcycle, auto, &
renters insurance. Call DAN
CASTLE at HALL INSURANCE
at 345· 7023.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 9/3

Spring Break '94. Sell trips-earn
cash & go free. Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
reps . Call 800-648-4849.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.9/13

Habilitation Aides needed to
work with Developmentally
Disabled. Apply in person. 1701
18th St. 345·4224.
- -- --..,---:--'79/3
Substitute teachers and subsh·
lute classroom aides needed for
1993-94 school year. Program for
behaviorally/emotionally disturbed students, K-12. Programs
sites in Mattoon and Kansas.
Teachers subs must have 4 year
college degree. AID subs must
have high school diploma. Please
call 235-0551. ex. 226 or 948·
5151 for further info.
,,----,-,--:--:----:----:--9/2
Gymnastic instructor and coach·
es: Rec Program, Girls Team,
Boys Team, Tumbling; Dance
instructor: ballet. jazz. tap and
pom pon. Phone the Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance. 235-1080 or 752-6706.
9/2
ALA-S""'K-,-A-,--- -=E-M""P""L""o'"'Y""'M
"'."E:=':N T:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. 1n cannenes or on
fishing vessels. Many employ·
ers provide Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. For more information
call: (206) 545-4155 ext. A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
Dairy Queen Is taking applica·
tlons lor weekday lunch hours.
Apply
at _
20 _
State
Street.
_ __
__
_ _ _9/8

luT"boJ r
"
~l~~~''Tll

EXTERIOR
PAINTERS:
Experienced student painters
needed to paint Charleston area
homes . Full or Part time .
AMERICA'S
COLLEGE
PAINTERS. 1 (800) 626-6267,
painting America's homes coast
to
_coast.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _9/14
Available: Competitive wages
for PT end FT Developmental
Trainers end ActivllyAides.
Apply in person at 738 18th St.,
Chas.. IL EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/14

MODELS NEEDED. MALE OR
FEMALE MODELS FOR LIFE
DRAWING CLASSES . IF
INTERESTED, CALL 581-3410
TO
APPLY.
__
_ __ _ _ _ _9/3
Will buy BED 2510 computer
workbook . Please call 5812369.
9/2

Roommate Wanted : low rent ,
good location , own bedroom.
Call John Sala , 345-6117 or
C21 , 345-4489.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 9/8

Needed : Sublessor for '93
school yr. $170 a month, utllitles
not Included . Call 345·5687.
Male.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/2

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

0

Yes 0 No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

~I_roa_BDT
_ ___.ll
NICE 3 BEDROOM MODERN
DUPLEX ON 1 ACRE . $550
MO. FOR 3. 948-5382.
9/3
_
D_A_IL_Y_/_M_,0,--N-,T""H_L...,Y___,P,..,A""R""'K=ING
AVAILABLE close to campus for
faculty, staff, students. or busi·
ness people. 8 a.m. • 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. $1.00
per day. Call Don at 345-7849.
9/3
_H_O_u...,s""E_W_l__T,_H__3--::F""E"'"M'"'A,..,.LES
LOOKING FOR 1 MORE TO
SHARE EXPENSES. 1530 2ND
STREET. OWN RM., FURNISHED, WASHER/DRYER
INCLUDED.
_
__ _ $195.
_ _345·1160.
_ _ _.9/3

Portable bookshelf stereo sys.
with detach. spkrs., digital. dual
cass., CD. $150 OBO 235·
9663. Bridget.
-----,---,----,.--,,,...-,912
1989 Nissan Hardbody Pickup,
sunroof. Mint condition. $6500.
Call 348-8781 .
- --------,-,,----=-:--'9/3
FOR SALE: ' 82 Malibu Classic
Wagon. Good Cond. Runs well.
$900. Call 345·6376.
- -----,---,-----,--9/3
Microwave for sale. 1 year old.
$50. Contact Dave, 3784.

-------,-~,,..,.,.,917

STATE OF THE ART VEHICLE
ALARM SYSTEMS, installed in
your vehicle CHEAP! Call Chris
at Alert Enterprises, 1-800-8028212,
_ _ for
_ more
_ _details.
__ _ _ 917

FUNDRAISERS FUNDRAISERS

FUNDRAISERS!

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATORS
FOR
RENT.
CARLYLE
RENTALS, 820 LINCOLN ST.
348-7746. 9-5.
~--------12110
Large 2 bdrm townhome available immediately! $450/mth yr.
tease, $550/mth school yr.
lease.
Call
345-2520.
_ __
__
__ _ _ _.9/3

RAISE $150-$300!
GUARANTEED in one
week PLUS BONUS
up to $500!

Manage promotions for top companies for one week on your campus. Call for FREE GIFT and to
qualify for FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK '94.
Call 1·800-950-1037, ext. 25
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NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Sacrament of P
to 4:30 p.m. Sept 2 at the Newman Center Chapel (9th and ·
MODEL UNITED NATIONS will hold an informational meeting
Sapt. 2 Room 214N Coleman Hall All ma1ors welcome old
and new students Interested are encouraged to attend.
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENTS Center will hold a "8aaC
Study" for those who have a limited knowledge of the Bible II
Sapt. 2 at 2202 Sth Street, across form Lawson.
WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL will hold pot luck supper
p.m. al Morton Park. Call 581-5947 for more details.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will hold a weekly Bible Study
at 7 p.m. Sept. 2 at the Neoga Room on the Union. Eve
come to join. For more information, call Jon at 581-san or
581-5137.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE Anachronism, Inc. will hold a new
meeting et 7;30 p.m. tonight Room 206 Coleman Hall. Free
ments. For more information call Hughes at 348-0045.
BGC ~GREEK UNITY Step practice wlll be hold at 6 p.m.
Carmen HaH basement. Organizations. please send at least one
sentabve.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an active meeting at 6 p.m. t
012 Lumpkin Hall. Dress casual. Gathenng TBA alter the
EIU LACROSSE PRACTICE 4 to 5:30 p.m. today in the field
Lawson Hall. Any new or retum1ng players should attend. No
ence necessary. For more information call Scott at 345-5174.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL and Allies Union will hold its firlll
at 7 p.m. tonight Room 228 Coleman Hall. Come find out
LGBAU is about.
EIU ARMY ROTC will hold a Lab-Fall Picnic at 3 p.m. today
City Park. Enjoy Free food and learn about ROTC and possible
ships. All MS IV wear ROTC shirt.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will hold an informational meeting at 7 p.m.
at the Afro·Amancan Cultural Center. For more information
1439.
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION will hold Its first meeting al
tonight Taylor Hall lobby. All are welcome.
MULTI CULTURAL STUDENT Union will hold its first
8:30 to 9:30 p.m. Sept. 2 in the Shelby Room of the Union. M
come.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will have a Largt
Outreach 8 p.m. tonight in Charleston/Mattoon Room of U.
Mark Ashton 1s speaking. Bring your fnencls. Prayer and
p.m.
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Eoonl Tonight

News
Manied ..

Heat ol
1118 h'glll

Movie. Crash

Tems

8aseball: Meis

lanling

Wrct.e

al Cuba

C<Jlege FOOlbal

Oesigring Women

ComieClulg
Angel Falls

News
M•A'S'H

12

Pnme Tllll81.lw

News
Love Comedion

Concllslon
8aseball Tonight
$poftsCenler

Quantum Leap

News
High1andef

Being Served?

Unsolved

Noghl Court

Movie

Mysleries

Studs

America

M<Me

••
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iants, Phil_lies, Sox:, Jays all winners
ATLANTA (AP) - Pinch-hitter John
rson, who was activated from the
led list earlier in the day, hit his
t major league home run in the
th inning Tuesday night as the
Francisco Giants defeated
ta 3-2.
e victory breaks a four-game losstreak against the Braves and
es the Giants' lead in the NL
to 4 112 games.
e Giants, who had been swept in
e games last week in San
cisco and who had lost Tuesday
t, won for only the third time- in
last eight games. It was only the
es' second loss in 10 games and
in 21.
tterson, who had been out the
season after undergoing off-seashoulder surgery, hit a 2-0 pitch
Mark Wohlers (5-2) leading off

the ninth over the right-field fence.
Mike Jackson (6-5) pitched a scoreless eighth and Rod Beck earned his
39th save by getting the final three
outs.

Phillies 4,
Cubsl
CIIlCAGO (AP) - Jim Eisenreich
drove in two runs and Terry
Mulholland pitched a six-hitter, leading the Philadelphia Phillies to a 4-1
victory over the Chicago Cubs on
Wedneaday.
.Mike .Harkey (8-8) had a one-hit
shutout until the ·first-place Phillies,
who fell behind 1-0 on Steve
Buechele's 12th homer in the fourth,
struck for two runs in the seventh.
Mulholland (12-9) walked one and
struck out three for.his first win since
Aug. 3. It was his seventh. complete
game of the year.

It was the 149th straight game in
which the Phillies have not been shut
out, one short of the modern NL
record set by the Pittsburgh Pirates in
1924-25. The AL record is 308 games
by the New York Yankees 1931-33.

the third. He broke the White Sox
mark of 37 home runs set by Dick
Allen in 1972 and matched by Carlton
Fisk in 1985.

White Sox5,
Yankees3

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Rickey
Henderson led off the game with a
home run and Randy Knorr added a
three-run homer in the third inning to
lead the Toronto Blue Jays to a 8-3
victory over the Oakland Athletics on
Wednesday.
The American League East-leading
Blue Jays moved 2 games up on the
New York Yankees, who met Chicago
Wednesday night.
The victory extended Toronto's winning streak to four games. The Ns,
resting firmly in the basement of the
AL West, have lost 12 of their last 13
games.

NEW YORK (AP) - Frank Thomas
set a team record with his 38th home
run, then drove in the go-ahead run in
the eighth inning when he was hit by
a pitch, sending Jack McDowell and
the Chicago White Sox past the New
York Yankees 5-3 Wednesday night.
The White Sox, leading the AL
West, won their fifth straight game.
McDowell (21-7), leading the majors
in victories, won for the ninth time in
10 decisions.
Thomas hit a solo home run to the
opposite field in right with two outs in

Blue Jays 8,
Athletics 3
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Rush Delta Chi: A Tradition of
Excellence. For rides and info.,
call 581-6790 or 581-6727.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _9./3
ck leather wallet before
. on August 30th. For
please call Mark at 345-

PARTY BARNI 4 MILES E. OF
TOWN. LARGE AREA FOR
RENT, HAY RACK RIDES.
CALL
_ _345-7658
_______
9~

Rush Delta Chi: A Tradit:on of
Excellence. For rides and info.,
call 581-6790 or 581-6727.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/2
When you want the hottest tan In
town y ou come to (JAMAICAN
TAN). Don't forget your Visa
becauee they don't take
American Express. 10 tans,
$30.00. 34&-0018, 410 7th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/3

Chi, Rush Delta Chi,
Diiie Chi, Rush Delta Chi.
~-..,..-:=-...,,.---9/2
n of Excellence ...
Chi. For Aides and
, call 6790 or 6727
9/2
~:-Mc-Ac-cK-:-::E:-S:-:0::-M:-E=o,.-NES

0 SOMEONE A BAL·
BOUQUET
FROM
S: BIRTHDAYS &
HEARTS OUR SPE-

. 345-4600.
ca8/26,31; 912,7,9,14
RIVER RUNSlll (near
e) 9 & 15 mile outresv or Info call Canoe
tween 6 & 9 p.m. 0
7
9/3
~-=ch:-:-i.-=R=-u-s:-h-=o:-el:-ta:-Chl,
Chi, Rush Delta Chi,
Chi ... For Rides
call 6790 or 6727.
912
...rt.,..a,-ti:-o-n---,T=h:-a't•s
e, Fun, and Easy to
torized scooters and
. For more informacampus commuting
call Mark 1-800-492-

Rush D·Chl, Rush D·Chi, Rush
D·Chl, Rush D·Chl, Rush 0-Chi,
Rush D·Chl

_________9n

HOMECOMING
PACKETS
AVAILABLE
NOWI
All
Recognized
Student
Organizations who plan to participate In Homecoming must pick
up packet in Room 201 University
Union between 8 a.m. - 4:30 pm.
Homecoming 1993: ·once Upon
a Time• is October 16-23.
_ca9/1,2,7
A Tradition of Excellence ..•
Rush Delta Chi. For rides and
Information call 6790 or 6727.
---~
9/2
STORAGE SPACE AVAILABLE
4 MILES E. ON AT. 16. PHONE
345-7658
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/3
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA Formal
Smoker at 6:00. For Rides call
Bnan at 6880.

CLUB SOCCER TRYOUTS this
Wed, 9/1 & Thurs, 9/2, 4 p.m.
on practice field. For Info call
RAZ 348·5410.
-9/2
ATTENTION RECOGNIZED
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS!
Homecoming participation packets are now available in Room
201 University Union between
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Homecoming 1993: ·once Upon
a Time" is October 16-23.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ca9/1,2,7
The Women's Rugby Team will
hold practices Wed.-Fri. at 7
p.m. at Rugby Field behind
Lawson. No experience needed.
Call Laurie at 345-2969 for
questions.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/3
Fall Fun with the Charleston
Recreation Dept.I Sign up for
these programs now-Sign
language, Country & Western
Dance, Gourmet Microwaving,
Trip to Covered Bridge Festival,
basketball and volleyball
leagues, and others. For details,
stop by our office at 520
Jackson (on the square) or call
345-6897.
9/3
CONGRATS to PAUL TALAGA
for actually going out with
someone for longer than 3
months, DAWN, we know it was
a struggle. IT.B. ED, ES, AK,
DK

--

912

ALPHA EPSILON pledge class
of ALPHA SIGMA TAU:
Congratulations to the executive
officers. You all are a great
addition to our house. Tau love,
The Actives

looking for your Knight in
Shining Armor or want to look
like one? Discover that Chivalry
Isn't dead with the Society for
Creative Anachronism, Inc. New
member meeting Thurs. 9/2 at
7:30 p.m. In Coleman 206. For
more Info call 348-0045.
----------'9/2
Jenny Neimeyer: Welcome to
Alpha Sigma Alpha!! I'm so
happy to have you as my little
sis. You're such a sweetheart
and a great asset to our house.
ASA love and mine, Dana
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/2
Jean Petro: Congrats on pledging ASAI I'm so glad you're my
little sis and neighbor! ASA love
& mine, Tracy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/2
To ASAs: Whatever you can do,
or dream you can-Begin It!
Boldness has Genius, power
and magic In it.

~--------912

ERIN
SANDERS:
Congratulations on getting lavaliered to DARRELL RENNELS
of KORI Your ASA sisters are so
happy for youl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/2
TONYA LONGEST: I LOVE MY
ALPHA GAM KIDDO: let's get
together again soonl Love
Krista
----------'9/2
The Men of LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA would like to thank
those students and residents of
Charleston for giving donations
this past weekend to help those
with mental retardation and
other developmental challenges Thanks!

Calvin and Hobbes
I

Daily Eastern News will run
"FoR SALE" CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

~ow

w1.N

or..o GCT

ME °™~T BW.E ! \\£.'S
'TR'tl~G iC
SUMP Mt OfF.'

l.__
. .~
__. . . . . . . l. I
9/2

Sandi and Shannon: You guys
did a great job during Rush
Love, Your TRI-SIGMA sisters.
- - - - - - _______9/2
TRACEY RUBACH: CONGRAT·
ULATIONS on receiving THIRD
VICE PRESIDENT of STAN·
DAROS. lov your TRI-SIGMA
sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/2
SCOTT TSILIS, Congratulations!
You are no longer a pledge!
Great job! You wtll make a wonderfu I Sigma Pi active! Love,
Cindy
---------'9/2
ALPHA SIGMA TAU: We can all
look back and smile at the hard
wori< and dedication that was put
into last week. I am so proud and
happy to be a TAU. I know this
year will be great. Ledebuhr.

--------......,-----,..,-,---'9~

NICKI BEST, SHELLEY CONNER, SHANNON GLORE, ARIN
GULLET, KERRI KENNERLY,
LAURA KING. MARCI REIF·
STECK: Thanxs for making my
PX experience the best! You guys
are awesome, and we have to

.l....,...

stay in touch! DZ love, TAMARA
----------'9/2
S.B. & A.H.: Your bark Is more
vicious than your bite. The
Fellas.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/2

Alpha Epsilon pledge class of
ALPHA SIGMA TAU: Hope you
had a great time Saturday night.
You girls looked awesome. Tau
love, The Actives
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 912
J.V. CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS BEGINS MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 6 AT MCAFEE
SOUTH GYM, 4:30 P.M . FOR
MORE INFO. CONTACT 581·
2117.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _916

SUZANNAH NOLEN: Hope
pledglng's .siol.nQ. gqod f2r yal
You look great iri' -Galft lettershope you're ready for an awesome yearl Alpha Garn luv, Ang
and Nick
~-----_,,....,,.......,,._912
ARIN GULLET, l'M SO EXCIT·
ED THAT YOU ARE MY Lil.
SIS! THIS WILL BE AN AWESOME YEAR! GET PSYCHED
FOR TONIGHT! DZ LOVE,

Become an Advertising Representative
for The Daily Eastern News.
Pick up an application in the north gym of
BU7.Zard Building
or
call 581-2812 and ask
for John or Traci.

by Bill Watterson

\,\£ \(OO'fl$ 1"~ 81\<E WILL
St'Of ~T NO'°"\NG TC

KILL 1'\E. .

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
far $1 la available to any non-commercial Individual who

to 1811 an items or items (max. of 3 Items). All Items must

_ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _______

: (one word per line)

_ _ _ _Person eocept1ng ad _ __
_ _ _ _Composltor_ _ ___

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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.V olleyball a111n1s still

active

~

the game

By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

Flanked by fellow teammates of Eastern's
volleyball past, Gianna Gilanti felt right at
home on the court during Saturday night's
alumni match.
Gilanti, a 1989 graduate and a Gateway
Conference All-Decade Team selection, was
just one of a number of Lady Panther graduates which returned Saturday and who are
actively involved in volleyball at the high
school and collegiate levels.
"The alumni game brought back a lot of
memories," said Gilanti, who had three kills
in the match. "I just loved playing here. It
feels like I'm back in college. I just love the
competition and the game."
Gilanti, who still holds Lady Panther
records in block solos (191) and block assists
(247), and also has 109 career service aces
and 918 service kills, is currently the head
boys volleyball coach at Morton East High
School.
1993 graduate Shelly Stuckwisch, who
coaches junior varsity volleyball at Tremont
High School, had the same sentiments
about the alumni game.
"It's was nice to see everybody that I
played with last season," Stuckwisch said.
~Having the chance to play here has helped
me a lot in my current coaching job. I just
love the sport."
Misty Buckhold-Elshoff, a 1986 graduate,
also enjoyed coming back, though admitted
that it was a little difficult in terms of getting back into the flow of the game which

was so natural to her during her college
days.
"I felt a little out of shape for the game,"
Elshoff said. "But once I started going, and
the body starts going through the motions,
things started feeling natural again.
"I guess it's something inside that never
leaves you because you're so used to playing
the game," Elshoff added. "I just want to
give back what the volleyball program has
given to me."
"The alumni game was great for the
alumni," coach Betty Ralston said. "It's the
first time the NCAA has allowed such a
game during the season. It's just a nice way
to bring back the players and keep them
active in the program."
1989 graduate Laura Bruce, who is currently an assistant boys volleyball coach at
Naperville North High School and previously coached the girls team at Elmhurst
College did admit, however, that despite her
love for the game, volleyball isn't her entire
life.
"I'm not as dedicated as a lot of people
are," said Bruce, who is also a math instructor at Naperville North. "But I love teaching
it and playing it. It's just a part of my life."
Ralston noted a strong foundation in volleyball has had a lot to do in her players'
coaching success.
"The strong foundation in volleyball has
helped," Ralston said. "Playing here helped
a lot of them. They've carried on with their
lives and are successful in the world - in
and out of volleyball. rm really proud of my
players."

Lendl out of Open Harrier
NEW YORK (AP) - Ivan
fendl, a t~tiln~ U.S. Opea
champion and seeded 13th
this year, quit during the third
set of his first-round match
today because of an injured
knee.
Lendl trailed Neil Borwick
of Australia 4-6, 6-4, 3-1 on
stadium court when he told
the chair umpire he could not
continue.
"I came in with a bad knee
and it was getting worse,"
Lendl said. "I couldn't push off
on it and I didn't see any point

in playing." Lendl said he
apparently had strained a ligament, and that the injury
was so bad Tuesday "I couldn't
play at all."
The 33-year-old from
Greenwich, Conn., who has
reached the quarterfinals at
just two tournaments since
May, also said that the injury
was not career-threatening.
"It definitely has nothing to
do with the future: he said.
This marked the first time
Lendl failed to reach at least
the second round at the Open.

meeting
The women's cross
country team will hold a
mandatory meeting at 7
p.m. Thursday in the
Lantz Club room.
All current members
and women interested
in competing for this
year's team should
attend.
If there are any questions, contact coach
John Craft at 581-6007.

L

K

c/tl_arty's
Hoagy steak w/fries $249
All bottles only $1
Tonite: smothered fries $1
(crispy french fries w/cheese,
sour cream & bacon)

Tonight, Sept. 2-

"Form.al Smoker''

Time: 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Place: KL\P House, 509 Lincoln,
across from Old Main

KAPPA DELTA RHO
For Rides and Info. call 345-KDR4

e
aitJ~·iC.t:a.t:

NOW OPEN FOR LUNC
HOT OVEN-BAKED GRINDE
Italian- ham.salami. pepperoni. mozzarella, 1ettuce, tomato and Italian
Meatball- meatbells and sauce.
Harn & Cheese- 11am. mozzarena. lettuce. 1ta11an dressing.
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef. lllljus and pepperoncini
Poor Boy- ham, salami, mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing.
Sicilian- ham. salami. pepperoni, special sauce and mozzarella
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery
All Sandwiches $ 3li

p!io.udt11 p4ed.entd.
:ltd.

!l{icofe ~rearick§en

Lauren 1-faoes
'Betli :Hager
:Jlo{(y 1iar6augli
1(risten 9fenson
Jenny :Jfiglifill
'Tracy Hinton
Samantlia Jacliiscli
1(jm Jac{(§on
9{jcofe 1(orzyniews{(j
1(ristie X:ro[{
1(rissy Larson
Jenny Levert

Mina (jacfj

Coffeen Afc'Demwtt

Lisa 'Barrientes
'Tara 'Baumruc/(
!l(poyn r.Becfiler
9{,ickj 'Best
Jenny 'Bis/icp
Sliana 'Bjornstad
'1Je66ie Clari(
Laura Compton
Catliy '1JarCi11fi
Missy '1Jun6ar
Cintfy 'Eck.f,rty

Josie '.Moore
'Erica '.Mc'lJevitt
'BecRy 9{smon
Jane{{e Passmore
Courtney~

'Teresa 1Qcliards
.9Lmy !/(psentlial
Jotfee !l(unyon
Jif{ Scliurmann
Ju{ie S ta11fj{
'BecRy 'Vanswol
Lisa zi{(y
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.,. From Page 12

the option will part of their offensive
attack.
Last year, Bland ran for 604 yards
and Cox added 318 yards. Mosby,

meanwhile, is a threat on the ground
and in the air.
On defense, the Racers, who are 7 26 over the past three seasons and
were predicted to finish last in the
Ohio Valley Conference preseason poll,

will use a basic 4-3 .
Spoo said that the Panthers are
healthly and that he is anxious to play.
"I'm so hopeful and excited about
this team," he said. "I want to see if
they play as well as I think they can."

THIRSTY'S
DRAFT
PITCHER
NIGHT

1oozs1.so
• From page 12

and that if an other things
are equal, the fastest kid will
win the battle on the field
pretty much every time," said
Nolen. "These guys are all
very quick out there and that
should provide them with an
advantage on the field - they
just have to keep using it
throughout the games.
"We are an attack-type
defense, make some stunts,
take some chances and look
for the big play. We always
want the fastest guys we
have out there on the field Mike Martinez
and with those three out
there, I feel we can line up
advantage come game time.
"I have always believed ~th just about anybody else
that speed is very important in Division I-AA."

lion.

"Strongside is a tough
place to play because they
lave to rush the edge, go
r the ball and sometimes
np back and play pass coverage," said Nolen. "Mike has
my good feel for the game,
very fa::;t and has a good
IOSe for the ball. We expect
to be a very good senior
on for him."
The three have a lot of
ilarities, and Nolen said
that they do work very well
ether as a unit ... still, the
e thing you see repeated
r nnd over for each player
speed. Speed that has

Tim Caroer

greatly impressed Nolen and
gives the team what he
thinks may be a major

Junior Ray McElroy, who
was a First Team Alln as a transfer from Gateway Conference perrth Dakota State.
former last year, will man
'Eric is a very valuable the right side. McElroy was
ity player who can line often assigned to the oppoanywhere on defense nent's top receiver, finishpt the line," said Smith. ing with 58 tackles while
e looks to be the guy also showcasing his speed
mgo to (in nickel situa- as a return man on the
). He's had a great fall kickoff return team.
"Ray is a raw talent with
p.
"Ringhofer is a real solid good cover techniques," said
up. He's a tough young Smith. "He has great ability
who just needs a lot of to break to the ball and he's
to work on fundamen- tough. He could be a pro
. I expect him to play a player."
At the other corner will
this fall."
Eastern is also strong at be sophomore Jerome
corners this season. Buchanan, the lone starter

in this season's secondary
who was a backup in 1992.
As a redshirt freshman last
year he picked up nine tackles in limited action, but he
had enough playing time
last spring and this fall to
secure a starting job.
"Jay had a tremendous
spring," said Smith. "He has
good range and good
instincts. Both our cornerbacks could be all-conference this year. They've both
been here before and they
are really ready."
The inexperience factor
looms large on the backup
cornerbacks, with the
exception of senior Reginald

• From page 12

Colvin. Redshirt freshman
Mike McNary just converted from offense to defense
this fall, originally coming
to Eastern as a halfback.
True freshmen Phil Brewer
and Jim Farrell will both
fight for time as well.
"We're a little worried
because of our youth in
backup situations," said
Smith. "Our two starting
(corners) have been here
before, but almost all the
rest are newcomers. They
just need to be given more
time."
Hopefully, not too much.
The 1993 opening kickoff is
right around the "corner."

Great Fridges Left

on1y$291year

llll
Free Delivery

345-7083

THURSDAY
STEAK NIGHT
Boz. Choice

Charbroiled Sir11on
Homemade Fries, Slaw.
Pasta Salad, Baked Potato,
Potato Salad

$6.95
5-9

IMPORT DRAFT DAY
all Imported Drafts

~· t.SO

Gulnness, Harp and Double

Diamond Ale
Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9p.m.
. . Bar Hours
VISA
II a.m.-la.m. -

r--------------:-1

:4··Krimsan
TED'S
4
l
Dawn··

THURSDAY

Ss
onight!

WEDNESDAY

......___.....

1

1

SC::
Draft

NEW HOURS 10 am - lOpm

FREE DELIVERY
Minimum Order $5.00

NO COVER

345-7827

Bikini Bartenders

No Coupons or preferred

ER GARDEN OPEN

customer cards valid on delivery orders

10% off
ALL
T-Shirts

nns

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
Ahce m chams, Pearl Jam. 10,000
Maniacs, REM, Suede, ugar.
Dinosaur Jr., Helmet. Indigo Girls.
Rollins Band, Toad the Wet
Sprocket, The Thrill Kill Cult

-New to Stock-

ats, Candles, Bags, Baja's
Open: lO:OOam - lO:OOpm

arleston 's Only Record Store!
345-2884

I

I
Rock -n- Roll Show From Terre Haute
I
I Music From : Ozzie, Metallica, Pink Floyd, Chili I
Peppers, Pearl Jam, Led Zepplin I
I

: ALSO 50¢ MILLER LITE
IAdmission: $1

:

8-10 w/coupon I

L--------------.J

Eastern off to unlucky Murra
By DON O'BRIEN

Staff editor
Murray State has always
been a tough place for
Eastern's football team to
win at.
"We're doing everything
different this time," said
Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo, who has taken the
Panthers into Murray twice
losing both games -14-10 in
1990 and 28-27 in 1991. "We
are staying at a different
place. The whole routine
will be different."

Oklahoma State before
ing over at Murray,
like he is in the same
as Spoo.
"I don't know if w
ready to play or not,
this will give us a ch
see where we are at:
said.
Last year, Eastern b
Murray 48-9 at O'
Stadium behind 218
passing from quarte
Jeff Thorne and a p
field goals and six su
ful point-after attem
kicker Steve Largent.

Another twist to that routine is the fact that the
Panthers open their season
at 7 p.m. Thursday against
the Racers, who feature a
new coach in Houston Nutt
JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer and are trying to come off a
Eastern football head coach Bob Spoo looks on as the Panther offensive backfield works 2-9 season.
on blocki.ng drills d.urtng the team's final pre-season practice Tuesday ajtemoon. Eastern
Spoo says that he doesn't
opens the season Thursday night, traveling to take on Murray State at 7 p.m. in an unusu- mind the unusual Thursday
al mid-week game.
kickoff, but that the opener
has creeped up on him.
"All of the sudden the
proximity of the game is
right on top of us," said
and just has a sense as ;, where the ball is Spoo, who carries a 33-35
By JEFF GLADE
going and gets himself t'i:ere to stop it."
Associate sports editor
career record into hiS' sevOn the weak.side ~ill be Brown, a red- enth season as Eastern's
Speed, tenacity, hard-hitting and a nose sbirt freshman and the only one of the trio head coach. "There are still
for the ball are t.erms that describe all the wiLh nu real game experience. .Brown spent some things that we haven't
great linebackers of the game. Dick much of the spring playing at the strong- touched upon enough.
f;l~tlp1s, l'yfi~e Singletary, Lawrence Taylor side position, but Nolen decided that his
"We have to be particular8'11 had these attributes and put them all athleticism made him a strong candidate ly focused and concentrate
together to become greats of the game.
for the weak side - where he expects some on doing what we do well
Though maybe not quite at the same big things to happen.
and not worry about them."
level as those greats, first year Eastern
"Chris is extremely talented, runs well
Nutt, who was an assislinebacker coach Tim Nolen thinks that and at 6-foot-3-inch, 210 pounds has very tant at Arkansas and
these qualities also apply to Tim Carver, good size," said Nolen. "He is the only inexChris Brown and Mike Martinez - the perienced one of the group, but he has
Panthers' current starting linebacker worked very hard to learn the system and
we expect big things from him now and in
corps.
Leading the group is Carver, a sopho- the future."
more middle linebacker who last y ,e ar
On the strong side is Martinez, a senior
became the first true freshman ever to lead who started last season at strong safety
the team in tackles, with 110, and missed where he racked up 66 tackles and a team
only one start, due to injury.
high four interceptions. The secondary
"Tim just had an outstanding season for experience should give him an edge at
us last year as a freshman," said Nolen. strongside linebacker according to Nolen
"He runs well and has a great feel for the because the Panthers' defensive scheme
Eastem Illinois
ball and where it is going all the time. He's asks a lot of different things from the posijust a natural linebacker - he knows
Last season: 5-6
• Continued on page 11
what's going on out on the field at all times

Linebackers use speed ...

Still, Spoo knows
with the coaching
the Murray State te
will face Thursday
different from the o
Panthers defeated last
"We are a little ap
sive because we really
know what they are
do," Spoo said. "How
we adjust to what th
doing will be the key.•
Nutt thinks tha:
Panthers will be a
respond.
"They have a great
ing staff and they ·
what we'll be doing,

said. "To be honest
don't need to worry
us."
Nutt said the Ra
quick in the backfiel
quarterback Butch
and running backs
Cox and Timmy Blan
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. secondary has maturity

By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

Experience and a lack
thereof appear to mark the
Eastern secondary so far as
the Panthers prepare for
Thursday night's opener at
Murray State.
The experience comes in
the form of the Panthers'
starting defensive backs. Of
the six returning starters on
the Eastern defense, three are
in the secondary.
The inexperience, though,
can be found in the backups.
Of the six Panther backup
backs, two are true freshmen,
one played solely on offense
last year, and one sat out the
1992 season as a transfer student.
"We're progressing," said
Panther defensive coordinator
John Smith. "Our depth is the
major concern right now. The
backups really need to be

given some more time to get the free safety will be sophomore James Dorsey. As a redtheir confidence."
Smith is extremely comfort- s hirt-freshman in 1992,
able with the Panthers' Dorsey started all 11 games at
starters in the secondary, free safety for the Panthers,
though. Leading the way will finishing up with 73 tackles
be senior strong safety Shavez and two interceptions.
"I expect James to chalHawkins, who split time
between safety and linebacker lenge for all-conference honors
in 1992. Hawkins was named this year," said Smith. "He's a
to the All-Gateway Conference real solid player. If he plays
Second Team, finishing No. 3 within himself, he'll have a
on the Panthers in tackles great year. James is one of the
with 102 and tallying five best run safeties I've ever
coached - he can really fill the
sacks and two interceptions.
"'Shevvie' is a great football alley."
Backing up Hawkins and
player," said Smith. "He's
extremely quick, forces the Dorsey, respectively, will be
run well and has good senior Eric Dircks and sophoinstincts on pass defense," more Curt Ringhofer. Dircks
Smith said. "We're going to started three games in 1992
use him in a lot of blitz situa- and saw action in ten, finishtions this year, more so than ing with 30 tackles. Ringhofer,
in the past. In theory, he's however, will be suiting up as
more of an outside linebacker a Panther for the first time,
even though he's listed as a after sitting out all of last seastrong safety in our scheme."
• Continued on page 11
Complimenting Hawkins as

Game time: '1 p.m. at Stewart Stadium, M

Radio: WEIC-AM 1270, WEIU-FM 88.9
Outlook: Eastern is still riding the mom
winning its final two games of 1992, inclu
over No. 1 Northern Iowa. The Panthers will
rolling qainst a team they know little abou
Stat.e baa a new coach and with that change
style of play.

Key Players: Eastern: Jeff Thome, seni
baCk, s~ Hawkins, senior strong safety.
But.ch ~ senior quarterback, Anthony H
'Dl01'8 defensive end.
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What Spoo has to say • • •
... believe the •
we had at the end
hail carried over wi

Maire lo continue
really acMeve so
special in '98."

